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Abstract. Progression along the successive phases of the mammalian cell cycle is driven by a
network of cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks). This network is regulated by a variety of negative
and positive feedback loops. We previously proposed a detailed, 39-variable model for the Cdk
network and showed that it is capable of temporal self-organization in the form of sustained
oscillations, which correspond to the repetitive, transient, sequential activation of the cyclinCdk complexes that govern the successive phases of the cell cycle [Gérard and Goldbeter (2009)
Proc Natl Acad Sci 106, 21643-8]. Here we compare the dynamical behavior of three models
of different complexity for the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle. The first is
the detailed model that counts 39 variables and is based on Michaelis-Menten kinetics for the
enzymatic steps. From this detailed model, we build a version based only on mass-action kinetics,
which counts 80 variables. In this version we do not need to assume that enzymes are present in
much smaller amounts that their substrates, which is not necessarily the case in the cell cycle.
We show that these two versions of the model for the Cdk network yield similar results. In
particular they predict sustained oscillations of the limit cycle type. We show that the model
for the Cdk network can be reduced to a version containing only 5 variables, which is more
amenable to stochastic simulations. This skeleton version retains the dynamic properties of the
more complex versions of the model for the Cdk network in regard to Cdk oscillations. The
regulatory wiring of the Cdk network therefore governs its dynamic behavior, regardless of the
degree of molecular detail. We discuss the relative advantages of each version of the model, all
of which support the view that the mammalian cell cycle behaves as a limit cycle oscillator.
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1. Modeling the dynamics of the cell cycle
The cell division process plays a major role in unicellular and pluricellular organisms. In the latter it
underlies the development from fertilized eggs into mature organisms. Understanding the dynamical bases
of the cell cycle is crucial not only in normal physiological conditions but also in pathological ones, because
deregulation of the cell cycle underlies abnormal cell proliferation leading to cancer. Mathematical models
of the cell cycle based on experimental observations are helpful in view of the considerable complexity
of this major cellular regulatory network, whose dynamical behavior cannot be comprehended solely by
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means of sheer intuition. Here we introduce models for the regulatory network driving the cell cycle after
briefly reviewing the main experimental observations on which they are based. These models suggest
that the regulatory network that repetitively governs transitions between successive phases of the cell
cycle behaves as a sustained oscillator of the limit cycle type.
Before turning to the mammalian system, experimental studies in frog embryos and yeast allowed to
discover the main molecular regulatory mechanisms that drive progression in the cell cycle. The embryonic
cell cycle is composed of two phases: interphase, where DNA replication occurs, and mitosis where cell
divides into two daughter cells. The progression in the interphase is driven by the accumulation of a
protein named cyclin [1]. At the transition between interphase and mitosis, the level reached by cyclin
allows to activate a kinase, Cdc2 (also known as Cdk1), which forms with cyclin a complex called MPF
(Mitosis Promoting Factor) [2]. During mitosis, MPF activates, by phosphorylation, the APC complex
that promotes cyclin degradation [3]. The latter regulation creates a negative feedback loop, which might
be capable of generating oscillations in the levels of cyclin and Cdk. Such oscillations would correspond to
the repetitive passage of the cell through mitosis in the first embryonic cycles. Early on, theoretical models
were proposed for the dynamics of the amphibian embryonic cell cycle [4, 5]. Besides negative feedback,
experimental as well as theoretical studies showed the importance of positive feedback (PF) loops in the
activation of the kinase Cdc2 for the entry into mitosis [6–9]. These PF loops create hysteresis and a
bistable switch in the activation of Cdc2, which promotes an all-or-none transition between interphase
and mitosis. More complex models, in terms of number of variables, were also proposed to account for
the dynamics of the yeast cell cycle [10–12]. By providing a comprehensive picture of the cell cycle in
budding yeast, this model is able to reproduce the dynamical behavior of more than one hundred cell
cycle mutants [11].
The situation for mammalian cells appears to be more complex. As in yeast, the cell cycle consists of four
phases: G1, S (DNA replication), G2 and M (mitosis, or cell division). A network of cyclin-dependent
kinases (Cdks) larger than in yeast drives the progression along the different phases of the mammalian cell
cycle [13,14]. The huge complexity of this network stems from that it is controlled by multiple regulations,
which ensure that each Cdk is activated in turn, in a transient manner. Thus, the activities of cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2 promote progression in the G1 phase and elicit the G1/S transition, cyclin
A/Cdk2 ensures progression in S and G2, while the peak of activity of cyclin B/Cdk1 brings about the
G2/M transition. The complexity of the molecular regulatory mechanisms of the Cdk network makes it
necessary to resort to computational modeling to apprehend the dynamics of the cell cycle.
Models were initially proposed to account for the dynamics of parts of the mammalian cell cycle such as
the G1/S transition [15–17], the restriction point that defines a point of no return beyond which the cell
does not need the presence of growth factor to complete a cycle [18], or the exit of mitosis [19]. A detailed,
39-variable model [20] as well as a 5-variable version derived from this model [21, 22] were proposed for
the dynamics of the full mammalian cell cycle. Models were subsequently proposed to account for the
coupling between the mammalian cell cycle and the circadian clock [23, 24]. This coupling appears to be
important for cell cycle progression in healthy cells and might be altered in the case of cancer [25–27].
Here we compare the dynamical properties of three different models of increasing complexity for the
Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle. The first model, which counts 39 variables, provides a
detailed description of the Cdk network [20]. In this version the kinetics of the various enzymatic steps
is of the Michaelis-Menten type, i.e., based on the assumption that enzymes are present in much smaller
amounts than their substrates. However, because the substrates are often proteins modified by enzymes,
and themselves enzymes acting on other protein substrates, such an assumption may be questioned.
Indeed, the levels of enzyme and substrate may be of similar magnitude, as may happen for kinases and
phosphatases which play major regulatory roles in the cell cycle. In such a case it is more appropriate to
resort to mass-action kinetics, which does not involve the assumption of concentration differences between
enzymes and their substrates. Relaxing the Michaelis-Menten hypothesis of quasi-steady state for the
enzyme-substrate complexes leads to an increase in the number of variables. Based on the detailed 39variable model for the Cdk network, we propose here a version of this model based only on mass-action
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kinetics, which counts 80 variables. Both versions of the model give largely similar results in regard
to their capability of generating sustained oscillations. This supports the use of the Michaelis-Menten
approximation in the model for the Cdk network, although other forms could be used for approximating
the kinetics of enzymes in the limit where the enzyme concentration becomes of the same order as that
of the substrate [28–30].
The versions of the model for the Cdk network containing 80 or 39 variables can be significantly reduced
if one is ready to relinquish a number of biochemical details and some aspects of Cdk regulation, while
attempting to retain the core regulatory structure of the Cdk network. A reduction of the detailed model
based on the same global regulatory structure but counting only 5 variables has been proposed as a
backbone of the 39-variable model [21, 22]. This skeleton model reproduces many aspects of dynamic
behavior of the more complex versions of the model for the Cdk network. In particular, it also produces
limit cycle oscillations. We conclude by discussing the relative merits of each of the three versions of the
model, which all support the view that the mammalian cell cycle operates as a limit cycle oscillator.

Figure 1. Scheme of the model for the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle.
The model is based on four modules, each centered on a different cyclin/Cdk complex.
Cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2 drive progression in G1 and trigger the G1/S transition, respectively. Cyclin A/Cdk2 permits progression in S and G2, while cyclin B/Cdk1
brings about the G2/M transition. Also indicated are the effect of growth factor (GF),
the role of pRB and E2F, which respectively promote and impede progression in the
cell cycle, and the effect of the Cdk inhibitor p27/p21. The growth factor GF induces
the G0/G1 transition and entry into the cell cycle by promoting the synthesis of cyclin
D. The tumor suppressor pRB represses cyclins synthesis, while the transcription factor
E2F activates it; p27/p21 can bind to the various cyclin/Cdk complexes, inhibiting their
activity. More details of the regulatory interactions of the cyclin/Cdk network driving
the mammalian cell cycle are described in [20].
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Figure 2. Detailed description of the first two modules in the 39-variable model for
the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle [20]. (Upper panel) Scheme of the
cyclin D/Cdk4-6 module driving progression in G1. The growth factor (GF) activates
the synthesis of the transcription factor AP1, which promotes synthesis of cyclin D. This
cyclin reversibly forms a complex with the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk4-6. The active
form of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 can also form a complex with the Cdk inhibitor p27/p21, but
this binding does not result in the inhibition of cyclin D/Cdk4-6, contrary to what is
observed for Cdk1 and Cdk2 (see Supporting Information in [20]). Cyclin D/Cdk4-6
promotes the phosphorylation and inactivation of pRB. This phosphorylation allows the
activation of E2F. The non-phosphorylated and mono-phosphorylated forms of pRB can
attach to E2F, and thereby inhibit its transcriptional activity. A second phosphorylation of pRB by cyclin E/Cdk2 totally inhibits pRB, as the twice-phosphorylated form of
pRB cannot bind to E2F. This second phosphorylation thus fully activates E2F. (Bottom panel) Scheme of the cyclin E/Cdk2 module controlling the G1/S transition. The
synthesis of cyclin E is induced by E2F, and inhibited by pRB and pRBp, both directly
and indirectly through formation of inactive complexes between pRB and pRBp with
E2F. Cyclin E reversibly forms a complex with Cdk2. The activity of this complex is
regulated by phosphorylation-dephosphorylation: the phosphatase Cdc25 activates the
cyclin E/Cdk2 complex by dephosphorylating Cdk2, while the kinase Wee1 inactivates
it by phosphorylation. A positive feedback (PF) loop exists between cyclin E/Cdk2
and its Cdc25 phosphatase (Pe): cyclin E/Cdk2 activates Cdc25 by phosphorylation,
while Cdc25 activates cyclin E/Cdk2. Cyclin E/Cdk2 can also be regulated by reversible
formation of a complex with p21-p27. The accumulation of cyclin E/Cdk2 leads to
phosphorylation of its inhibitor p21/p27. This phosphorylation brings about the specific
degradation of p21/p27, under control by the Skp2 protein, which belongs to the proteasome. Skp2 also controls the degradation of cyclin E, which ensures that the activity
of cyclin E/Cdk2 decreases at this phase of the cycle.
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Figure 3. Detailed description of the last two modules in the 39-variable model for
the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle [20]. (Upper panel) Scheme of the
cyclin A/Cdk2 module controlling the S-G2 transition. The synthesis of cyclin A is induced by E2F, and inhibited by pRB and pRBp. Like cyclin E, cyclin A can reversibly
form a complex with Cdk2. A phosphatase Cdc25 activates by dephosphorylation cyclin
A/Cdk2, while the kinase Wee1 inactivates it by phosphorylation. A PF loop exists
between cyclin A/Cdk2 and its phosphatase Cdc25 (Pa). Indeed, Cdc25 activates cyclin
A/Cdk2, and cyclin A/Cdk2 activates Cdc25 by phosphorylation. Cyclin A/Cdk2 can
also be regulated by reversible formation of a complex with p21/p27. The cyclin A/Cdk2
complex controls the S/G2 transition by promoting the phosphorylation and subsequent
degradation of E2F. Cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 both phosphorylate and thereby
inhibit the protein Cdh1. This inhibition leads to the accumulation of cyclin B and to
the G2/M transition. (Bottom panel) Scheme of the cyclin B/Cdk1 module controlling
the G2/M transition. In the preceding module (see upper panel), cyclin A/Cdk2 inhibits
by phosphorylation the protein Cdh1. This protein cannot promote the degradation of
cyclin B anymore, which increases the level of cyclin B. Cyclin B reversibly forms a
complex with Cdk1. Cyclin B/Cdk1 also phosphorylates and inhibits Cdh1; this results
in mutual inhibition between Cdk1 and Cdh1, creating another PF loop. The activity of cyclin B/Cdk1 can also be regulated by phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. A
phosphatase Cdc25 (Pb) activates cyclin B/Cdk1 through dephosphorylation, while the
kinase Wee1 inactivates it through phosphorylation. A PF loop is again present between
cyclin B/Cdk1 and its Cdc25 phosphatase: Cdc25 activates cyclin B/Cdk1, while cyclin
B/Cdk1 activates Cdc25. A second PF loop involves cyclin B/Cdk1 and Wee1. Indeed,
cyclin B/Cdk1 inhibits, by phosphorylation, the kinase Wee1, while the latter phosphorylates and thereby inhibits cyclin B/Cdk1. The peak of activity of cyclin B/Cdk1
brings about the entry into mitosis. The rise in cyclin B/Cdk1 ensures the activation,
by phosphorylation, of the protein Cdc20. This creates a negative feedback loop because
Cdc20 allows the degradation of cyclin A and cyclin B, which decreases the activity of
cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 at the end of the cell cycle. Cells start a new cycle,
corresponding to a new round of oscillations, in the presence of sufficient amounts of
growth factor.
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2. Detailed, 39-variable model for the mammalian cell cycle
The detailed, 39-variable model for the mammalian cell cycle [20] is structured around four Cdk modules
(see Fig. 1 for a simple, global scheme of the Cdk network and Figs. 2 and 3 for a detailed description
of each of the four modules of the molecular regulatory network). Each module is centered on one
cyclin/Cdk complex: cyclin D/Cdk4-6, cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2, and cyclin B/Cdk1. Activation
of the cyclin D/Cdk4-6 module in the presence of growth factor (GF) promotes progression in G1, while
the cyclin E/Cdk2 module allows the G1/S transition and elicits entry into DNA replication (Fig. 2).
Cyclin A/Cdk2 ensures progression in S and the S/G2 transition, while cyclin B/Cdk1 brings about the
G2/M transition (Fig. 3). Once activated, cyclin B/Cdk1 promotes the activation, by phosphorylation,
of the protein Cdc20 that belongs to the proteasome [31, 32]. This latter protein is responsible for the
degradation of cyclins A and B, which creates negative feedback loops in the activity of these cyclin/Cdk
complexes and allows cells to complete the cell cycle.
During the cell cycle, the activity of cyclin/Cdk complexes is regulated by phosphorylationdephosphorylation: phosphatases Cdc25 activate the Cdks by dephosphorylation, while the kinase
Wee1 inhibits their activity by phosphorylation [13]. In their turn, cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2, and
cyclin B/Cdk1 can activate, by phosphorylation, their corresponding phosphatase Cdc25, which creates
positive feedback loops [33]. Cyclin B/Cdk1 can also inhibit, by phosphorylation, the kinase Wee1;
this generates mutual inhibition between Wee1 and cyclin B/Cdk1, and thus creates another positive
feedback loop. The reversible association with the inhibitor p21-p27 can also regulate the activity of
the various cyclin/Cdk complexes. In the model, the synthesis of cyclins D, E, and A is activated by
the transcription factor E2F and repressed by the tumor suppressor pRB. In their turn, the cyclin/Cdk
complexes can regulate the activity of the E2F/pRB pathway by phosphorylation. The phosphorylated
forms of pRB are inhibited and cannot repress anymore the transcriptional activity of E2F; this results
in the activation of E2F and favors progression in the cell cycle; see Fig. 1, as well as Figs. 2 and 3, for
further details on the regulatory mechanisms of the Cdk network controlling the mammalian cell cycle.
We shall recall the salient dynamical properties of the 39-variable model for the mammalian cell cycle
after presenting the 80-variable version based on this model, so as to compare the predictions of the
two versions. In particular, we will study the effect of the presence of growth factor on the dynamics of
the Cdk network. We will also illustrate the antagonistic effects of the tumor suppressor pRB and the
transcription factor E2F on the control of cell cycle progression.

3. A model for the mammalian cell cycle based on mass-action kinetics
From the detailed, 39-variable, model proposed for the dynamics of the Cdk network driving cell cycle
progression [20], we present here a version of this model based on mass-action kinetics. This version
takes explicitly into account the formation of complexes between enzymes and substrates and does not
rest on the simplifying quasi-steady state assumption leading to the Michaelis-Menten rate laws. It is
however much more complex as it contains 80 variables instead of 39 in the original version based on
Michaelis-Menten kinetics [20].
The Michaelis-Menten kinetics rests on the assumption that the substrate concentration is much larger
than the concentration of the enzyme. In the case of the cell cycle this assumption is not always verified.
Indeed, the concentration of substrate and enzyme can be of the same order of magnitude. A protein in
the Cdk network can be, at the same time, an enzyme and a substrate for another protein. For example,
the kinase Wee1 inhibits, by phosphorylation, the complex cyclin B/Cdk1, while the latter complex also
inhibits, by phosphorylation, the kinase Wee1.
Previous studies pointed out that a Michaelis-Menten rate law is not valid in protein interaction networks
where concentrations of enzyme and substrate are comparable or if the Michaelis contant is not much
larger than the concentration of enzyme and substrate respectively [29, 30, 34]. In particular, based on
the classical Michaelis-Menten approximation, a total quasi-steady state approximation (tQSSA), which
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Figure 4. Sustained oscillations in the Cdk network in presence of a suprathreshold level
of growth factor. The curves show the time evolution of cyclin D/Cdk4-6, cyclin E/Cdk2,
cyclin A/Cdk2, and cyclin B/Cdk1 in the 39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B) versions
of the model. The transient and ordered activation of the various cyclin/Cdk complexes
ensures the correct progression along the successive phases of the cell cycle. In both cases,
the level of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 remains more or less constant in the course of time. The
peak of activity of cyclin E/Cdk2 controls the G1/S transition. The rise in cyclin A/Cdk2
promotes progression in S and G2, while the peak in the activity of cyclin B/Cdk1 elicits
the G2/M transition. In both panels, the duration of the cell cycle is about 20h, but the
relative duration of the different phases differs (see text). The relative duration of the
cell cycle phases depends on the parameter values considered, which are not necessarily
the same in the two versions of the model. For the 39-variable version of the model for
the Cdk network, parameter values are as in Table S2 in Supporting Informations in [20],
while for the 80-variable version, the kinetic equations and parameter values are listed
in Appendix, in section 2 and in Table 3, respectively.

extends the limit of validity of the Michaelis-Menten kinetics was proposed [29]. This tQSSA was used
to study the dynamics of a phosphorylation-dephosphorylation switch [35] and to study the dynamics of
two and three such switches coupled together, which can illustrate the dynamics of a molecular network
governing cell cycle progression [30]. In the latter study, the authors showed that the tQSSA can faithfully
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Figure 5. Limit cycle in the Cdk network. The curves represent the projection of
the system’s trajectory on the three-dimensional space defined by cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin
A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 for the 39–variable (A) and 80–variable (B) versions of the
model for the Cdk network. The arrows indicate the direction of movement along the
limit cycle. The curves correspond to the oscillations shown in Fig. 4.
reproduce the dynamics of the network both qualitatively and quantitatively. As originally proposed by
Michaelis and Menten in their equilibrium approximation, the substrate is in instantaneous equilibrium
with the enzyme/substrate complex. The equilibrium approximation is valid if the substrate reaches
the equilibrium much faster than the product is formed. Thus, the rate of formation/dissociation of the
complex must be high as compared to the rate of production of the product in order to validate the
approximation.
In the general case, which covers all situations, i.e. in the absence of any simplifying assumption of the
Michaelis-Menten or tQSSA type, the dynamics of the model for the Cdk network is governed by a set of
80 kinetic equations based on the mass-action law. These equations are given in section 2 in Appendix,
where the variables are defined in Table 2, while the definition of the parameters with their values used
in numerical simulations are listed in Table 3.

3.1. Oscillatory dynamics of the Cdk network driving the cell cycle
In presence of sufficient amount of growth factor (GF), both in the 39-variable and 80-variable versions
of the model, the Cdk network ceases to admit a stable steady state and evolves to a stable oscillatory
regime. Figure 4 shows the dynamical behavior of the Cdk network in the presence of a suprathreshold
amount of GF for the model containing 39 (Fig. 4A) or 80 variables (Fig. 4B). In both cases, the Cdk
network undergoes sustained oscillations which can be associated with cell proliferation. The repetitive,
ordered, transient activation of the various cyclin/Cdk complexes allows for correct progression along the
successive phases of the cell cycle.
That the level of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 complex does not oscillate with large amplitude holds with the observation that the level of this complex remains more or less constant during the cell cycle [36]. The successive
peaks of activity of cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 respectively bring about the G1/S
transition, the progression in S and the S/G2 transition, and eventually the G2/M transition that completes the cell cycle. In the two versions of the model, parameter values were taken so that the period
of the cell cycle is about 20h. The relative duration of the various phases of the cell cycle nevertheless
differs in the two models. In particular the rise in cyclin E/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 takes the form of
spikes in the 80-variable model. The dissimilarity in waveform of the oscillations in the two versions of
the model may be due to differences in the parameters values used for numerical simulations. Moreover,
in the 39-variable model, the degradation of the various cyclin proteins is regulated by Michaelis-Menten
kinetics, which can lead to enzyme saturation; this might cause a slower decrease in cyclin/Cdk complexes
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Figure 6. Effect of growth factor (GF) on the dynamics of the Cdk network. The curves
in the upper two panels show the time evolution of cyclin B/Cdk1 in the absence of GF
for t < 40h and t > 160h, and in the presence of GF=1µM for 40 < t < 160h in the
39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B) versions of the model. In both cases, in the absence
of GF, the Cdk network tends to a stable steady state characterized by a low level of
cyclin/Cdk complexes, which corresponds to a quiescent phase. In the presence of a
suprathreshold amount of GF, the Cdk network undergoes sustained oscillations, which
correspond to cell proliferation. (C) In both models, a threshold in the concentration
of GF defines the transition between a stable steady state regime corresponding to cell
quiescence and sustained oscillations corresponding to cell proliferation. Below and above
the bifurcation value of GF, the points represent the steady-state level of cyclin B/Cdk1
or the maximum of the peak in cyclin B/Cdk1 during sustained oscillations, respectively.
Parameter values are as in Fig. 4.
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as compared to the 80-variable model. Besides this difference in waveform, the two versions of the model
account for the sequential activation of the various cyclin/Cdk complexes, needed for correct progression
along the successive phases of the cell cycle.
For both versions of the model, sustained oscillations correspond to the evolution towards a stable limit
cycle. The projection onto the (cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2, cyclin B/Cdk1) space of the trajectory
followed by the full system of equations is shown in Fig. 5 for the 39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B)
versions of the model. In each case the same, unique closed curve can be reached regardless of the initial
conditions. This limit cycle behavior suggests that, in conditions of proliferation, the mammalian cell
cycle can be viewed as an autonomous cellular rhythm corresponding to the temporal self-organization
of the Cdk network [20, 37, 38].
As a consequence of intertwined positive and negative feedback loops, which create multiple oscillatory
circuits within the network, the 39-variable model for the mammalian cell cycle is also capable of generating complex modes of oscillatory behavior, such as complex periodic, quasi-periodic, as well as chaotic
oscillations in the various cyclin/Cdk complexes [20,39]. However, numerical simulations based on a thorough, though limited, exploration in parameter space suggest that these complex modes of oscillatory
behavior are less frequent than the evolution toward simple periodic behavior. This conclusion holds with
the view that simple periodic oscillations correspond to the physiological dynamical behavior of the Cdk
network [39].

3.2. Effect of growth factor on the dynamics of the Cdk network
Mammalian cells generally progress in the cell cycle only in the presence of sufficient amount of growth
factor (GF). In absence of growth factor, cells remain in a stable steady state characterized by low levels
of cyclin/Cdk complexes, which correspond to a quiescent phase. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of GF
on the dynamics of the Cdk network. In both the 39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B) versions of the
model, the Cdk network tends to a stable steady state in the absence of GF, whereas it reaches a sustained
oscillatory regime in its presence. In both cases a sharp threshold defines the transition between the stable
steady state and the sustained oscillatory domain, which corresponds to an abrupt transition between
quiescence and proliferation (C). The curve is steeper in the 39-variable version of the model because the
amplitude of Cdk1 oscillations reaches more rapidly a plateau as the level of GF increases. Besides this
slight change in the form of the response curve, these results indicate that the effect of growth factor on
the dynamics of the Cdk network is qualitatively similar in the 80-variable and 39-variable versions of
the model for the Cdk network.

3.3. Effects of pRB and E2F on the oscillatory dynamics of the Cdk network
The transcription factor E2F and the tumor suppressor pRB are two important regulators of the mammalian cell cycle. E2F induces cell cycle progression, while pRB inhibits it, by activating or repressing
cyclin synthesis, respectively (see Figs. 1-3). The balance between E2F and pRB is crucial for the control of progression in the cell cycle. If the level of pRB is too high, progression is prevented, while it
is favored if the level of E2F becomes elevated [40, 41]. The antagonistic effects of pRB and E2F are
illustrated in Fig. 7 by plotting the time evolution of cyclin B/Cdk1 at different levels of pRB and E2F
in the 39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B) versions of the model. From t = 0 on, the levels of pRB and
E2F allow cell cycling characterized by the repetitive activation of cyclin B/Cdk1. In t = 160h a step
increase in the level of pRB inhibits cell cycle progression: cyclin B/Cdk1 tends to a low steady-state
level associated with cell cycle arrest. In t=240h, a step increase in the level of E2F restores the repetitive
activation of cyclin B/Cdk1, which permits to resume cell proliferation. A second increase in the level of
pRB suppresses cell cycling and a further increase in the level of E2F elicits its resumption. This result
indicates that the balance between pRB and E2F controls progression in the mammalian cell cycle in the
80-variable as well as in the 39-variable versions of the model.
The effects of pRB and GF on the dynamics of the cell cycle are very similar in the two versions of the
model for the Cdk network. Indeed, in the presence of a high level of pRB, cells need the presence of GF
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Figure 7. The balance between the antagonistic effects of the tumor suppressor pRB
and the transcription factor E2F controls cell cycle progression. The time evolution of
cyclin B/Cdk1 illustrates the dynamical behavior of the Cdk network as a function of
the rate of synthesis of pRB (νspRB ) and the rate of synthesis of E2F (νse2f ) for the
39-variable (A) and 80-variable (B) versions of the model. The Cdk network tends either
to a stable steady state, corresponding to an arrest of the cell cycle, or to a sustained
oscillatory regime, corresponding to cell proliferation. In both cases, a balance between
pRB and E2F controls progression in the cell cycle as shown by changes in the rate of
synthesis of E2F and pRB, νse2f and νspRB (unit in µM.h−1 ). Thus, increasing νspRB
from condition 1 (νspRB = 0.05, νse2f = 0.01) in (A) and (νspRB = 0.5, νse2f = 0.04)
in (B) to condition 2 (νspRB = 0.5, νse2f = 0.01) in (A) and (νspRB = 0.925, νse2f =
0.04) in (B) suppresses cell cycle progression. From that condition, increasing νse2f from
condition 2 to 3 (νspRB = 0.5, νse2f = 0.1) in (A) and (νspRB = 0.925, νse2f = 0.12) in
(B) restores cell cycle progression. Again, further increasing νspRB from condition 3 to
4 (νspRB = 5, νse2f = 0.1) in (A) and (νspRB = 1.525, νse2f = 0.12) in (B) stops the
oscillations. Finally, a last increase of νse2f from condition 4 to 5 (νspRB = 5, νse2f =
5) in (A) and (νspRB = 1.525, νse2f = 0.76) in (B) again restores the oscillations. Other
parameter values are as in Fig. 4.
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to enter the proliferation mode (Fig. 8A, C). When GF is removed, the Cdk network tends to a stable
steady state, which corresponds to a non-proliferative state. However, in the presence of a reduced level
of pRB, cells do not need the presence of GF to progress in the cell cycle (Fig. 8B, D). Even if GF is
removed, the Cdk network undergoes sustained oscillations, which correspond to cell proliferation. This
result accounts for the observation that cells become independent of GF to progress in the cell cycle when
pRB is deleted [42, 43]. The drop in the amplitude of Cdk1 oscillations in the 80-variable version of the
model in the absence of GF is not seen in the 39-variable version. A difference in dependence of the
amplitude on GF can also be discerned in the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 6C established as a function
of the GF level.

3.4. Effects of rate constants on the dynamics of the Cdk network
Because the approximation of Michaelis-Menten kinetics becomes more valid at larger values of the
Michaelis constants [28, 29], it is useful to determine in the 80-variable model for the Cdk network the
effect of the rate constants that characterize the dynamics of enzyme-substrate complexes and enter the
definition of the Michaelis constant Km. For a given enzyme reaction the latter is defined as the ratio
(d+k)/a, where a and d denote the association and dissociation rate constants for the formation of the
enzyme-substrate complex, while k denotes the catalytic constant measuring the rate at which the enzymesubstrate complex decomposes to yield the reaction product. We first multiplied parameters a and d by
the same factor for all enzyme-substrate complexes in the 80 variable model. Sustained oscillations disappear when these constants decrease below a critical value, showing that fast kinetics for the formation and
dissociation of the enzyme complexes favors the oscillations. In the initial derivation of their equation for
enzyme kinetics, Michaelis and Menten assumed an instantaneous equilibrium for the enzyme/substrate
complex. The equilibrium approximation requires that the rate of formation/dissociation of the complex
must be high as compared to the rate of production of the product. The present numerical simulations of
the Cdk network thus indicate that oscillations are favored in such conditions, which improve the validity
of the Micahelis-Menten kinetics.
However, the range of validity of the Michaelis-Menten equation is wider [28, 29]. It is thus useful to determine whether increasing the Km favors the occurrence of oscillatory behavior, since this would further
justify the use of Michaelian kinetics for enzymatic steps. When parameter a is multiplied by the same
factor for all enzyme-substrate complexes, which allows to modify the value of their Km, simulations
indicate that sustained oscillations occur in a range bounded by two critical values. Why do oscillations
disappear when the Km become too large? This is due to the fact that increasing the Km for the enzymes involved in the degradation of the various cyclins tilts the balance between cyclin synthesis and
degradation, since the synthesis terms are not affected by change in the Km of the various enzymatic
steps. Thus, oscillations disappear and the system evolves toward a stable steady state not because of
an effect on the Michaelis constant per se but because of an alteration of the balance between cyclin
synthesis and degradation. Oscillations only occur when this balance is maintained in an appropriate
range. This result holds not only for the 80-variable model but also for the 39-variable version based on
Michaelian kinetics (data not shown).
In the skeleton version of the model described below, oscillations occur in the Cdk network when the
Michaelis constants are smaller than a critical value [22]. Small values of the Michaelis constants then
favor oscillations because, in synergy with positive feedback loops, they increase the sensitivity of the
switches that characterize the activation of Cdk2 and Cdk1 [22, 35].

4. A skeleton, 5-variable version of the model for the Cdk network
4.1. Reducing the cell cycle model without and with Cdk regulation through
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation
From the detailed model, which counts 39 variables, or 80 variables in its most extended form based on
mass-action kinetics, we have built a model that counts only 5 variables [21,22]. This model contains the
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four-cyclin/Cdk complexes that control progression along the different phases of the cell cycle. The 5variable model also contains the transcription factor E2F, and the protein Cdc20 that permits to activate
the degradation of cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 complexes (see Fig. 9). Cyclin D/Cdk4-6 is not
coupled to the other variables of the model and rapidly reaches a stable steady state, so that it is not
necessary to include it as a variable in the skeleton model.
To reduce the complexity of the model for the Cdk network has a price. We had to relinquish many
biochemical details and also some of the variables present in the detailed model. Thus, the skeleton,
5-variable model does not incorporate explicitly the formation of a complex between each cyclin and its
corresponding Cdk. Instead we consider that cyclin/Cdk complexes are rapidly formed [21]. Moreover,
the Cdk inhibitor p21-p27 is not present in the 5-variable model; this prevents the regulation of the
activity of the four-cyclin/Cdk complexes through reversible association with this inhibitor. In contrast
to the detailed model, to keep the number of variables low, the 5-variable model does not take into
account the tumor suppressor protein pRB in its various phosphorylated or nonphosphorylated forms.
In the skeleton model, because we do not include the role of pRB, we assume that cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and
cyclin E/Cdk2 directly activate E2F through phosphorylation. Moreover, we do not consider that E2F
promotes the synthesis of cyclin A and cyclin E, leading to the activation of Cdk2, but rather assume, for
simplicity, that the active form of E2F promotes the activation of Cdk2 through covalent modification;
the total levels of the complexes involving Cdk2 and Cdk1 thus remain constant, while the total level of
cyclin D/Cdk4-6 varies owing to its synthesis enhanced in the presence of the growth factor GF. These
regulations are needed to reflect the regulatory structure present in the Cdk network, in which each Cdk
module activates the next module and inhibits the preceding module(s) in the network.
In a first version of the skeleton model [21] we did not incorporate regulation of Cdk1 and Cdk2 through
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. To include this regulation, which allows for the self-amplification
of Cdk activity, we recently extended the skeleton model by incorporating the regulation of Cdk2 and
Cdk1 by the phosphatase Cdc25 and the kinase Wee1 [22] (see also Fig. 9). This extension of the model
allows us to determine the effect of multiple positive feedback loops (represented by dashed arrows in the
scheme of Fig. 9) on the dynamics of the cell cycle [22]. The kinetic equations of the extended version
of the skeleton model for the Cdk network are given in section 1 of the Appendix, while the parameters
are defined in Table 1, where their values used in the numerical simulations are also listed.

4.2. Using the skeleton model to assess the effect of positive feedback on Cdk
oscillations
As in the detailed models for the mammalian cell cycle (see Fig. 4), the skeleton, 5-variable, model is
also capable of temporal self-organization in the form of sustained oscillations in the presence of sufficient
amount of growth factor [21, 22]. The oscillations in the reduced model are shown in Fig. 10A. The
corresponding limit cycle projected in the (cyclin A/Cdk2, cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin B/Cdk1) space is
represented in Fig. 10B.
By resorting to this skeleton model we studied the role of positive feedback (PF) loops on the dynamics
of the mammalian cell cycle [22]. In the latter model, the presence of PF loops promotes the occurrence
of sustained oscillations of large amplitude in the various cyclin/Cdk complexes. Because the skeleton
model contains only 5 variables, it is amenable to stochastic simulations, which allow us to assess the
robustness of Cdk oscillations with respect to molecular noise. The results of stochastic simulations in
the presence or absence of PF loops indicate that such feedback loops both increase the amplitude of
Cdk oscillations and reinforce their robustness towards molecular noise [22]. This result corroborates and
extends those from previous studies that show the crucial role of PF loops in promoting robust oscillations
of the cyclin/Cdk network in the cell cycle [44, 45].
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Figure 8. A decrease in the activity of pRB alters the growth factor dependence of the
cell cycle. (A and C) In the presence of pRB, when the rate of synthesis of pRB, νspRB ,
is high and is equal to 1 µM h−1 , the Cdk network needs the presence of GF to enter
into an oscillatory domain corresponding to cell proliferation. (B and D) When the rate
of synthesis of pRB, νspRB , is reduced down to 0.5 µM h−1 , the Cdk network does not
depend on the presence of GF to undergo sustained oscillations. Other parameter values
are as in Fig. 4.

5. Discussion
The mammalian cell cycle is driven by a network of cyclin-dependent kinases, which regulate the correct
progression along the successive phases G1, S, G2, and M of the cell cycle [13,14]. Due to the complexity
of this network, mathematical models are needed to fully apprehend the dynamics of the cell cycle.
Models of varying degrees of complexity have been proposed for the cell cycle in amphibian embryos,
yeast, and mammalian cells. In this study, we compared the properties of two versions of a detailed
model for the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle, which differ by the degree of complexity
in the molecular description of the network. The first version contains 39 variables and provides a
comprehensive description of the Cdk network [20]. To relax the hypothesis of Michaelis-Menten kinetics
for the enzymatic steps that abound in the Cdk network we built a version of this model containing 80
variables, based only on mass-action kinetics. Finally we showed that the complexity of the model for
the Cdk network can be largely reduced by considering a skeleton, 5-variable model for the mammalian
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Cyclin A/
Cdk2 (a)

+
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Cyclin E/
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Cyclin E/
Cdk2 (a)

Cyclin A/
Cdk2 (a)
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+
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Cyclin B/
Cdk1 (i)

Cyclin B/
Cdk1 (a)

-

G2/M

Cdc20 (i)

Cdc20 (a)

Figure 9. Scheme of the extended skeleton model for the mammalian cell cycle [22].
The model contains the four main cyclin/Cdk complexes, the transcription factor E2F,
and the protein Cdc20. The progression in each phase of the cycle is controlled by one
cyclin/Cdk complex: cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2 drive progression in G1 and
promote the G1/S transition; cyclin A/Cdk2 ensures progression in S and G2, while
cyclin B/Cdk1 elicits the G2/M transition. As in the detailed model (see Fig. 1), the
presence of growth factor (GF) induces the entry in G1 by promoting the synthesis
of cyclin D/Cdk4-6. This complex allows the activation of E2F, which will elicit the
activation of cyclin E/Cdk2 at the G1/S transition, and that of cyclin A/Cdk2 during
the S phase of DNA replication. During G2, cyclin A/Cdk2 also activates the synthesis
of cyclin B/Cdk1, which triggers the peak of activity of cyclin B/Cdk1 at the G2/M
transition. During mitosis, cyclin B/Cdk1 activates by phosphorylation the protein
Cdc20. This creates a negative feedback loop in the activity of cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin
B/Cdk1 by promoting the degradation of these two complexes. The regulations exerted
by Cdc20 allow the cell to complete mitosis, and to start a new cycle if the growth factor
is present in sufficient amount. Positive feedback loops can be added to the regulation
of cyclin E/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1, which control the G1/S and G2/M transitions
(dashed arrows in red). These positive feedback loops are due to the mutual activation
between Cdk2, Cdk1 and their phosphatase Cdc25, and to the mutual inhibition between
Cdk1 and the kinase Wee1.
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Figure 10. Sustained oscillations in the skeleton, 5-variable model for the Cdk network
driving the mammalian cell cycle. The curves show the time evolution of cyclin E/Cdk2,
cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1 (A) as well as the projection of the corresponding limit
cycle in a three-dimensional space (B). The 5 kinetic equations (see Appendix, section
1) are integrated numerically for the parameter values listed in Table 1 in Appendix, in
the presence of the three positive feedback loops shown as dashed arrows in the scheme
in Fig. 9.

cell cycle [21, 22].
The three models considered for the cell cycle exhibit similar dynamical properties. Indeed, in all cases,
in the presence of sufficient amount of growth factor, the Cdk network tends to a sustained oscillatory
regime corresponding to active cell proliferation (see Figs. 4 and 10A). These sustained oscillations
correspond to the evolution towards a limit cycle; the same closed curve is indeed reached regardless of
initial conditions (see Figs. 5 and 10B). Sustained oscillations in the Cdk network ensure the transient,
ordered, repetitive activation of the different cyclin/Cdk complexes that govern the successive phases of
the cell cycle.
In the absence of growth factor, the Cdk network tends towards a stable steady state corresponding to
cell cycle arrest [20] (see Fig. 6). All versions of the model considered here for the Cdk network driving
the mammalian cell cycle display an abrupt threshold in the level of GF separating a stable steady-state
regime, for low levels of GF, from a regime of sustained oscillatory behavior at higher levels of GF. We
suggest that this threshold defines the transition between quiescence and proliferation [20, 21] (see Fig.
6C).
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The model shows that the balance between factors that promote or impede cell cycle progression play
a key role in the dynamics of the mammalian cell cycle. These factors are exemplified, respectively, by
the transcription factor E2F and the tumor suppressor pRB. Indeed, in the two versions of the model,
containing 39 or 80 variables, a rise in the level of E2F triggers progression in the cell cycle, while a rise
in the level of pRB promotes cell cycle arrest [20](see Fig. 7). Moreover, both versions of the model show
that in the presence of sufficient levels of pRB, sustained oscillations in the Cdk network depend on the
presence of growth factor, while in the absence of pRB, or in the presence of too low levels, the sustained
oscillatory behavior of the network becomes independent of the presence of GF (see Fig. 8 and also Ref.
[46]). This result fits with experimental observations showing that cells may begin to proliferate in the
absence of growth factor upon deletion of pRB [42, 43].
The detailed versions of the model for the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle are useful
to study the antagonistic effect between oncogenes such as E2F or a tumor suppressor such as pRB
on cell cycle progression. These issues cannot be addressed in the skeleton, 5-variable, model for the
mammalian cell cycle because it lacks many of the molecular actors and biochemical details contained in
the detailed versions of the model for the Cdk network. However, the reduced 5-variable version contains
much fewer variables and parameters and is therefore more convenient to analyze the effect exerted on the
dynamics of the cell cycle by regulatory mechanisms such as positive feedback loops mediated through
phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Deterministic and stochastic simulations indicate [22] that PF loops
are crucial to ensure robust oscillations of large amplitude in the various cyclin/Cdk complexes in the
cell cycle, in agreement with experimental observations [44]. The skeleton model for the mammalian cell
cycle might also be a good tool to analyze the dynamics of synchronization of cells in a cell population. It
is worth mentioning that a stochastic automaton in which all biochemical details are abandoned provides
an even simpler model for the cell cycle [47]. This automaton model is particularly suitable for studying
the desynchronization of cells in a cell population, as well as the entrainment of the cell cycle by the
circadian clock and the effect of periodic or constant profiles of anticancer drug administration [48].
The main results of this study are twofold. First, the fact that the two versions of the model based
on mass-action kinetics or Michaelis-Menten kinetics similarly predict oscillations in the Cdk network
indicate that the latter, less complex version of the detailed model provides a good approximation for
studying the dynamical properties of the Cdk network. Second, the observation of similar oscillations in
a reduced skeleton model supports the view that the regulatory wiring of the Cdk network rather than
the detailed biochemical implementation of the regulatory interactions within the network governs its
dynamical behavior. All three versions of the Cdk network, of varying degrees of complexity, point to
the conclusion that the mammalian cell cycle is a limit cycle.
Because the cell division cycle is a periodic process, the question arises as to what the cell cycle could
be if not a limit cycle? This issue goes back to a long-standing discussion regarding the nature of the
cell cycle: is it driven by a clock or by a discontinuous, hourglass mechanism [49–52]? In the latter view,
a mitogen factor would accumulate in the course of time until it reaches a threshold beyond which it
triggers cell division, which resets the system. For the mammalian cell cycle, this view must be extended
since a single threshold does not suffice. Indeed, a threshold must be exceeded at the end of each cell
cycle phase to bring about the passage to the next phase, until mitosis occurs. The events underlying
the dynamics of the cell cycle thus occur sequentially, one event bringing about the next one, like a series
of dominoes fall one after the other. To ensure the repetitive nature of the whole process, each domino
must recover its original standing position after a while. This sequence of events can be described by a
series of rules encompassing a discontinuity, like in an integrate-and-fire model. In such a description, the
dynamics are imposed by the choice of the rule rather than being generated by the system itself. This
is not the case with the continuous description of the Cdk network by a system of ordinary differential
equations. The present results support the view of Murray and Kirschner who beautifully showed in their
work on the embryonic cell cycle that the two views of the cell cycle -dominoes versus clock- can in fact
be reconciled.
It is useful to recall the differences between a clock, limit cycle mechanism and a discontinuous, integrate142
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and-fire mechanism. A major difference pertains to the discontinuous nature of the latter mechanism.
Such a discontinuous description fits with volume changes but not with the continuous dynamics of the
Cdk network. Even if the cell volume undergoes a discontinuous transition at cell division, we view
this process as being driven by a continuous oscillator. Because the variables in the model are the
concentrations of the various cyclins, Cdks and their complexes, these do not undergo discontinuous
changes at cell division, given that the molecules partition in a roughly identical manner between the
two daughther cells. Thus, the discontinuous halving of the cell volume can be regarded as a marker
of the continuous biochemical oscillator that drives this process of cytokinesis. Here we focused on the
dynamics of the Cdk network driving the cell division cycle. The limit cycle dynamics relies on the
temporal self-organization of the Cdk network, rather than on imposed mathematical rules.
One of the most striking differences between the two types of mechanism might be difficult to demonstrate
experimentally. It pertains to entrainment and subharmonic entrainment by external periodic forcing.
Such forcing occurs for the mammalian cell cycle because of its coupling to the circadian clock [24].
For limit cycle oscillations, as predicted theoretically and demonstrated by in vitro experiments for the
case of glycolytic oscillations in yeast, sustained oscillations can be brought to oscillate at a frequency
equal to a fraction of the frequency of an external periodic input [53]. Thus the glycolytic oscillator
can switch from a period of 400 s to a period of 320 s when entrained in yeast extracts by a sinusoidal
substrate input of a period of 160 s. The same period of 400 s can also switch to 360 s when the glycolytic
oscillator is subjected to a sinusoidal substrate input of 120 s period. In the former case, the glycolytic
oscillator entrains to twice the period of its input, while in the latter case it entrains to three times the
forcing period. These observations of subharmonic entrainment to 1/2 or 1/3 of the forcing frequency
demonstrated that the oscillations that occur in yeast glycolysis are of the limit cycle type. In the cell
cycle, a model for the coupling between the Cdk network and the circadian clock similarly shows [24]
that in a certain range of autonomous period and for appropriate coupling strengths the period of the
cell cycle can switch to the period of the circadian input (24h) or to the double of this period, i.e. 48h.
Such a subharmonic entrainment predicted theoretically has not yet been demonstrated for the cell cycle,
but it is in principle possible owing to the multiple coupling of the cell cycle to the circadian clock.
Subharmonic entrainment provides a signature of the limit cycle nature of a biological oscillator.
Sustained oscillations necessarily occur around a steady state, which is generally unstable. They can also
occur around a stable steady state, which is then separated from the stable limit cycle by an unstable
periodic trajectory. The limit cycle mechanism therefore implies the existence of a stable or unstable
singularity, the steady state. When it is unstable the steady state behaves as a phaseless point [50,51,54];
indeed, after a finely adjusted perturbation that brings the system back precisely to the steady state,
the system returns to the limit cycle with a random phase. This is the reason why such perturbations
may suppress the oscillations in a cell population for several cycles, when the steady state is unstable,
or permanently if the steady state is stable [55]. Another property of the limit cycle is that near the
bifurcation point, after a perturbation that brings the system in the vicinity of the unstable steady state,
the system undergoes oscillations of increasing amplitude until it reaches asymptotically the stable limit
cycle.
In the case of the mammalian cell cycle, the Cdk network is regulated in such a manner that each
cyclin/Cdk module activates the next module(s) and inhibits the previous one(s), so that they follow
each other in a spontaneous, repetitive manner. When the transitions possess an all-or-none nature,
which can be due to ultrasensitivity, bistability, or both [6–9, 22], the distinction between the two views
of the dynamics largely vanishes, as previously shown for an abstract network of cyclically organized
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation switches [56], and also observed for the present detailed model for
the Cdk network. Such a conclusion corroborates the view of Murray and Kirschner (1989) expressed by
the title of their article [57]: “Dominoes and clocks: The union of two views of the cell cycle”.
Besides the above-mentioned properties of a limit cycle mechanism that are not observed in an integrateand-fire mechanism, a most important aspect is that the model for the Cdk network provides a continuous
mathematical description for the passage through successive thresholds that correspond to the sequential
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activation of the various cyclin-Cdk complexes. The limit cycle mechanism provides an explicit molecular
basis for these sequential transitions and for their repetitive nature, without resorting to any externally
imposed mathematical rules based on discontinuous transitions. It explains how each molecular step
spontaneously follows the preceding until the last step brings the system back to the initial stage.
If one focuses on the variations of the cell volume, which varies discontinuously, the dynamics can be
described phenomenologically by an integrate-and fire mechanism. Such an approach may be coupled to
a molecular model for the control of Cdk activity, as done, for example, in a hybrid model for the yeast
cell cycle, which is controlled by cell mass [11]. Rather than focusing on the variation of cell volume, we
consider it as a marker of the cell cycle that is driven by changes in the concentrations of cyclin/Cdk
complexes, which behave as continuous variables. Cell mass seems to play a relatively minor role in cell
cycle progression in mammals as compared to yeast cells [58]. Changes in cell volume nevertheless occur
in the course of cell growth. In a first approximation we did not incorporate such changes and focused on
the dynamics of the Cdk network as it may occur in cell-free extracts. The results predict that sustained
Cdk oscillations should occur in mammalian cell extracts as observed in extracts of frog embryos [3] for
a few successive cycles.
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Appendix
The cell cycle is a limit cycle
Claude Gérard and Albert Goldbeter
1. Extended version of the skeleton, 5-variable, model for the mammalian cell cycle
Time evolution of the transcription factor E2F, cyclin E/Cdk2 (Me), cyclin A/Cdk2 (Ma), cyclin
B/Cdk1 (Mb) and the protein Cdc20 describing the Cdk network driving the cell cycle in the 5variable model is described below as Eqs. [1] to [5] (see also Gérard et al., 2012). The time evolution
of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 (Md) is decoupled from the other variables of the model and depends only on the
level of growth factor (GF), so as the level of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 rapidly reaches a stable steady state. A
list defining and giving the numerical values of all parameters used in this model are shown in Table
1.

dE2F
(E2Ftot − E2F)
E2F
= (V1e 2 f ⋅ (
) ⋅ (Md + Me) − V2e 2 f ⋅ (
) ⋅ Ma) ⋅ µ
dt
K1e 2 f + (E2Ftot − E2F)
K 2e 2 f + E2F

[1]

dMe
Metot − Me
Me
= (V1Me ⋅ E2F ⋅ (a + b1 ⋅ Me) ⋅ (
) − V2Me ⋅ Ma ⋅ (
)) ⋅ µ
dt
K1Me + (Metot − Me)
K 2Me + Me

[2]

dMa
Matot − Ma
Ma
= (V1Ma ⋅ E2F ⋅ (
) − V2Ma ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ (
)) ⋅ µ
dt
K1Ma + (Matot − Ma)
K 2Ma + Ma

[3]

dMb
K ie
Mbtot − Mb
= (V1Mb ⋅ Ma ⋅ (a + b2 ⋅ Mb) ⋅ (
)⋅ (
)
dt
K ie + Me K1Mb + (Mbtot − Mb)
K ib
Mb
− V2Mb ⋅ (
) ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ (
)) ⋅ µ
K ib + Mb
K 2Mb + Mb
dCdc20
(Cdc20 tot − Cdc20)
Cdc20
= (V1cdc 20 ⋅ Mb ⋅ (
) − V2cdc 20 ⋅ (
)) ⋅ µ
dt
K1cdc 20 + (Cdc20 tot − Cdc20)
K 2cdc 20 + Cdc20

[4]

[5]

dMd
GF
Md
= (v sd ⋅ (
) − Vdd ⋅ (
)) ⋅ µ
dt
K gf + GF
K dd + Md
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Table 1: Parameters of the skeleton model for the mammalian cell cycle
Symbol

Definition

Numerical
values

a

Basal term of activation of cyclin E/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1
(without positive feedback loop)
Scaling parameter

1 µM

Total concentration of the protein Cdc20

1 µM

Total concentration of the transcription factor E2F

1 µM

Growth factor

1 µM

Total concentration of cyclin E/Cdk2

1 µM

Total concentration of cyclin A/Cdk2

1 µM

Total concentration of cyclin B/Cdk1

1 µM

Michaelis constant for degradation of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 complex

0.1 µM
0.1 µM
0.005 µM

K2e2f

Michaelis constant for synthesis of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 complex
induced by growth factor
Michaelis constant for E2F activation by cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin
E/Cdk2 complexes
Michaelis constant for E2F inactivation by cyclin A/Cdk2 complex

K1Me

Michaelis constant for cyclin E/Cdk2 activation by E2F

0.005 µM

K2Me

Michaelis constant for cyclin E/Cdk2 inactivation by cyclin A/Cdk2

0.005 µM

K1Ma

Michaelis constant for cyclin A/Cdk2 activation by E2F

0.005 µM

K2Ma

Michaelis constant for cyclin A/Cdk2 inactivation by Cdc20

0.005 µM

K1Mb

Michaelis constant for cyclin B/Cdk1 activation by cyclin A/Cdk2

0.005 µM

K2Mb

Michaelis constant for cyclin B/Cdk1 inactivation by Cdc20

0.005 µM

K1cdc20

Michaelis constant for Cdc20 activation through phosphorylation by
cyclin B/Cdk1
Michaelis constant for Cdc20 inactivation through dephosphorylation

0.005 µM

Michaelis constant for cyclin B/Cdk1 inactivation by cyclin E/Cdk2,
which represents the indirect effect of the DNA replication
checkpoint (see [14])
Maximum degradation rate of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 complex

0.2 µM

µ
Cdc20tot
E2Ftot
GF
Metot
Matot
Mbtot
Kdd
Kgf
K1e2f

K2cdc20
Kie

Vdd
vsd
V1cdc20
V2cdc20
V1e2f
V2e2f
V1Me

Maximum rate for synthesis of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 induced by growth
factor GF
Rate constant for activation of Cdc20 through phosphorylation by
cyclin B/Cdk1
Maximum rate constant for inactivation of Cdc20 through
dephosphorylation
Rate constant for activation of E2F by cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin
E/Cdk2 complexes
Rate constant for inactivation of E2F by cyclin A/Cdk2 complex
Rate for activation of cyclin E/Cdk2 by E2F

0.3

0.005 µM

0.005 µM

0.245 µM.h-1
0.175 µM.h-1
4 h-1
0.6 µM.h-1
0.35 h-1
0.7 h-1
1 µM-1.h-1
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V2Me
V1Ma
V2Ma
V1Mb

Rate constant for inactivation of cyclin E/Cdk2 by cyclin A/Cdk2
Rate constant for activation of cyclin A/Cdk2 by E2F
Rate constant for inactivation of cyclin A/Cdk2 by Cdc20
Rate for activation of cyclin B/Cdk1 by cyclin A/Cdk2

V2Mb
b1

Rate constant for inactivation of cyclin B/Cdk1 by Cdc20
Term representing the self-activation of cyclin E/Cdk2 through
mutual activation between cyclin E/Cdk2 and its phosphatase Cdc25
(positive feedback loop in the G1/S transition)
Term representing the self-activation of cyclin B/Cdk1 through
mutual activation between cyclin B/Cdk1 and its phosphatase Cdc25
(positive feedback loop in the G2/M transition)
Inhibition constant for Wee1 inactivation by cyclin B/Cdk1
(the mutual inhibition of Wee1 and Cdk1 creates a positive feedback
loop in the G2/M transition)

b2

Kib

1.6 h-1
0.7 h-1
0.6 h-1
1.1 µM-1.h-1
0.8 h-1
1

1

0.5 µM
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2. Detailed model of 80 variables based on mass-action kinetics
The system of 80 kinetic equations is represented module per module. A list of all variables of the
model is shown in Table 2, while a list defining and giving the numerical values of all parameters used
in this model is presented in Table 3.
MITOTIC

S T IMU LA T IO N B Y G RO WT H FA CT OR

(GF)

dAP1
GF
= (Vsap1 ⋅ (
) − k dap1 ⋅ AP1) ⋅ eps
dt
K agf + GF
ANT AG ON IS T IC

R E G U L A T I O N S B E T W E E N P RB A N D

[1]
E2F

dpRB
= (v spRB − k pc1 ⋅ pRB ⋅ E 2F + k pc 2 ⋅ pRBc1− k 3 pRB ⋅ pRB ⋅ Mdp27
dt
+ k 4 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB − k1pRB ⋅ Md ⋅ pRB + k 2 pRB ⋅ MdpRB − k ddpRB ⋅ pRB) ⋅ eps

[2]

dpRBc1
= (k pc1 ⋅ pRB ⋅ E 2F − k pc 2 ⋅ pRBc1) ⋅ eps
dt

[3]

dpRBp
= (k i1pRB ⋅ MdpRB + k i2 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB − k1pRBp ⋅ Me ⋅ pRBp
dt
+ k 2 pRBp ⋅ MepRBp − k pc 3 ⋅ pRBp ⋅ E2F + k pc 4 ⋅ pRBc2 − k ddpRBp ⋅ pRBp) ⋅ eps

[4]

dpRBc2
= (k pc 3 ⋅ pRBp ⋅ E 2F − k pc4 ⋅ pRBc2) ⋅ eps
dt

[5]

dpRBpp
= (k i3 pRB ⋅ MepRBp − k ddpRBpp ⋅ pRBpp) ⋅ eps
dt

[6]

dE2F
= (v se2 f − k1e 2 f ⋅ E 2F ⋅ Ma + k 2e 2 f ⋅ E 2FMa − k pc1 ⋅ pRB ⋅ E2F + k pc 2 ⋅ pRBc1
dt
− k pc3 ⋅ pRBp ⋅ E2F + k pc 4 ⋅ pRBc2 − k dde2 f ⋅ E2F) ⋅ eps

[7]

dE2Fu
= (k ade2 f ⋅ E 2FMa − k de 2 fu ⋅ E2Fu − k dde 2 fu ⋅ E2Fu) ⋅ eps
dt

[8]

dE2FMa
= (k1e 2 f ⋅ Ma⋅ E 2F − k 2e2 f ⋅ E2FMa − k ade2 f ⋅ E2FMa) ⋅ eps
dt

[9]

dMdpRB
= (k1pRB ⋅ pRB ⋅ Md − k 2 pRB ⋅ MdpRB − k i1pRB ⋅ MdpRB) ⋅ eps
dt

[10]

dMdp27 pRB
= (k 3 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 ⋅ pRB − k 4 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB
dt
− ki2 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB) ⋅ eps

[11]
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dMepRBp
= (k1pRBp ⋅ Me ⋅ pRBp − k 2 pRBp ⋅ MepRBp − k i3 pRB ⋅ MepRBp) ⋅ eps
dt
M O D U L E C Y C L I N D/C D K 4-6 : G1

[12]

PHASE

dCd
K i7
Ki8
= (k cd1 ⋅ AP1+ k cd 2 ⋅ E 2F ⋅ (
)⋅ (
)
dt
K i7 + pRB K i8 + pRBp
− k com1 ⋅ Cd ⋅ (Cdk4 tot − (Mdi + Md + Mdp27 + MdPd + kin1Mdi

[13]

+ MdpRB + Mdp27 pRB)) + k decom1 ⋅ Mdi − k ddCd ⋅ Cd) ⋅ eps
dMdi
= (k com1 ⋅ Cd ⋅ (Cdk4 tot − (Mdi + Md + Mdp27 + MdPd + kin1Mdi + MdpRB
dt
+ Mdp27 pRB)) − k decom1 ⋅ Mdi − k1Mdi ⋅ Mdi ⋅ (kin1tot − kin1Mdi) + k 2Mdi ⋅ kin1Mdi

[14]

+ k1id ⋅ MdPd) ⋅ eps

dMd
= (k1ad ⋅ kin1Mdi − k c1 ⋅ Md ⋅ p27 + k c 2 ⋅ Mdp27 − k1pRB ⋅ Md ⋅ pRB
dt
+ k 2 pRB ⋅ MdpRB + ki1pRB ⋅ MdpRB − k1Md ⋅ Md ⋅ (Pdtot − MdPd)

[15]

+ k 2Md ⋅ MdPd) ⋅ eps

dMdp27
= (k c1 ⋅ Md ⋅ p27 − k c 2 ⋅ Mdp27 − k 3 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 ⋅ pRB + k 4 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB
dt
+ k i2 pRB ⋅ Mdp27 pRB) ⋅ eps

[16]

dMdPd
= (k1Md ⋅ Md ⋅ (Pdtot − MdPd) − k 2Md ⋅ MdPd − k1id ⋅ MdPd) ⋅ eps
dt

[17]

dPd
= (k 2Md ⋅ MdPd − k1Md ⋅ Md ⋅ (Pdtot − MdPd) + k1id ⋅ MdPd) ⋅ eps
dt

[18]

dkin1
= (k2Mdi ⋅ kin1Mdi − k1Mdi ⋅ Mdi⋅ (kin1tot − kin1Mdi) + k1ad ⋅ kin1Mdi) ⋅ eps
dt

[19]

dkin1Mdi
= (k1Mdi ⋅ Mdi⋅ (kin1tot − kin1Mdi) − k 2Mdi ⋅ kin1Mdi − k1ad ⋅ kin1Mdi) ⋅ eps
dt

[20]

M O D U L E C Y C L I N E/C D K 2 : G1

PHASE AND

G1/S

TR AN S IT IO N

dCe
K i9
K i10
= (k ce1 + k ce 2 ⋅ E 2F ⋅ (
)⋅ (
)
dt
K i9 + pRB K i10 + pRBp
− k com 2 ⋅ Ce ⋅ (Cdk2 tot − (Mei + Me + MePei + Mep27 + MeiPe + kin2Me
+ MepRBp + Mai + Ma + MaiPa + MaPai + Map27 + MaCdh1+ kin3Ma
+ E 2FMa + MaWee1+ MeWee1)) + k decom 2 ⋅ Mei − k1eskp 2 ⋅ Ce ⋅ Skp2

[21]

+ k 2eskp 2 ⋅ Ceskp2 − k ddCe ⋅ Ce) ⋅ eps

i
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dMei
= (k com 2 ⋅ Ce ⋅ (Cdk2 tot − (Mei + Me + MePei + Mep27 + MeiPe + kin2Me
dt
+ MepRBp + Mai + Ma + MaiPa + MaPai + Map27 + MaCdh1+ kin3Ma
+ E 2FMa + MaWee1+ MeWee1)) − k decom 2 ⋅ Mei − k1Mei ⋅ Mei ⋅ Pe
+ k 2Mei ⋅ MeiPe + k1ie ⋅ kin2Me + k imewee1 ⋅ MeWee1) ⋅ eps
dMe
= (k1ae ⋅ MeiPe − k c 3 ⋅ Me ⋅ p27 + k c 4 ⋅ Mep27 − k1Pei ⋅ Me ⋅ Pei + k 2Pei ⋅ MePei
dt
+ k 2ae ⋅ MePei + k 2 pRBp ⋅ MepRBp − k1pRBp ⋅ Me ⋅ pRBp + k i3 pRB ⋅ MepRBp

[22]

[23]

− k1Me ⋅ Me ⋅ (kin2 tot − kin2Me) + k 2Me ⋅ kin2Me + k ip 27 ⋅ Mep27 − k1mewee1 ⋅ Me ⋅ Wee1
+ k 2mewee1 ⋅ MeWee1) ⋅ eps

dPei
= (k sPei − k1Pei ⋅ Me ⋅ Pei + k 2Pei ⋅ MePei − k ddPei ⋅ Pei) ⋅ eps
dt

[24]

dMePei
= (k1Pei ⋅ Me ⋅ Pei − k 2Pei ⋅ MePei − k 2ae ⋅ MePei) ⋅ eps
dt

[25]

dPe
= (k 2Mei ⋅ MeiPe − k1Mei ⋅ Pe ⋅ Mei + k1ae ⋅ MeiPe + k 2ae ⋅ MePei − k ddPe ⋅ Pe) ⋅ eps
dt

[26]

dMep27
= (k c 3 ⋅ p27 ⋅ Me − k c 4 ⋅ Mep27 − k ip 27 ⋅ Mep27) ⋅ eps
dt

[27]

dSkp2
= (v sskp 2 − k1eskp 2 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ Ce + k 2eskp2 ⋅ CeSkp2 − k1ecdh1 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ Cdh1a
dt
+ k 2ecdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Skp2 − k127sk 2 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ p27 p + k 227sk 2 ⋅ p27 pSkp2
+ k da 27 p ⋅ p27 pSkp2 + k 4 d ⋅ CeSkp2 − kddskp 2 ⋅ Skp2) ⋅ eps

[28]

dCeSkp2
= (k1eskp 2 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ Ce − k2eskp 2 ⋅ CeSkp2 − k 4 d ⋅ CeSkp2 − k dd 6 ⋅ CeSkp2) ⋅ eps
dt

[29]

dCeu
= (k4 d ⋅ CeSkp2 − k dCeu ⋅ Ceu − kddCeu ⋅ Ceu) ⋅ eps
dt

[30]

dCdh1Skp2
= (k1ecdh1 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ Cdh1a − k 2ecdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Skp2 − k 5d ⋅ Cdh1Skp2
dt
− k dd 7 ⋅ Cdh1Skp2) ⋅ eps
dSkp2u
= (k 5d ⋅ Cdh1Skp2 − k dskp 2u ⋅ Skp2u − k ddskp 2u ⋅ Skp2u) ⋅ eps
dt

[31]
[32]

dMeiPe
= (k1Mei ⋅ Pe ⋅ Mei − k 2Mei ⋅ MeiPe − k1ae ⋅ MeiPe) ⋅ eps
dt

[33]

dkin2
= (k2Me ⋅ kin2Me − k1Me ⋅ Me ⋅ (kin2 tot − kin2Me) + k1ie ⋅ kin2Me) ⋅ eps
dt

[34]
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dkin2Me
= (k1Me ⋅ Me⋅ (kin2 tot − kin2Me) − k 2Me ⋅ kin2Me − k1ie ⋅ kin2Me) ⋅ eps
dt

[35]

dMeWee1
= (k1mewee1 ⋅ Me ⋅ Wee1− k 2mewee1 ⋅ MeWee1− k imewee1 ⋅ MeWee1) ⋅ eps
dt

[36]

M O D U L E C Y C L I N A/C D K 2 : S

PHASE AND

S/G2

TRANSITION

dCa
K i11
K i12
= (k ca1 + k ca 2 ⋅ E 2F ⋅ (
)⋅ (
)
dt
K i11 + pRB K i12 + pRBp
− k com 3 ⋅ Ca ⋅ (Cdk2 tot − (Mei + Me + MePei + Mep27 + MeiPe + kin2Me + MepRBp
+ Mai + Ma + MaiPa + MaPai + Map27 + MaCdh1+ kin3Ma + E 2FMa

[37]

+ MaWee1+ MeWee1)) + k decom 3 ⋅ Mai − k1acdc 20 ⋅ Ca ⋅ Cdc20
+ k 2acdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Ca − kddCa ⋅ Ca) ⋅ eps
dMai
= (k com 3 ⋅ Ca ⋅ (Cdk2 tot − (Mei + Me + MePei + Mep27 + MeiPe + kin2Me
dt
+ MepRBp + Mai + Ma + MaiPa + MaPai + Map27 + MaCdh1+ kin3Ma
+ E 2FMa + MaWee1+ MeWee1)) − k decom 3 ⋅ Mai − k1Mai ⋅ Mai ⋅ Pa
+ k 2Mai ⋅ MaiPa + k1ia ⋅ kin3Ma + k imawee1 ⋅ MaWee1) ⋅ eps
dMa
= (k 2e 2 f ⋅ E 2FMa − k1e 2 f ⋅ Ma ⋅ E 2F + k ade 2 f ⋅ E 2FMa + k1aa ⋅ MaiPa
dt
− k c 5 ⋅ Ma ⋅ p27 + k c 6 ⋅ Map27 − k1Pai ⋅ Ma ⋅ Pai + k 2Pai ⋅ MaPai + k 2aa ⋅ MaPai
− k1cdh1 ⋅ Ma ⋅ Cdh1a + k 2cdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1+ k icdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1− k1Ma ⋅ Ma ⋅ (kin3tot − kin3Ma)
+ k 2Ma ⋅ kin3Ma − k1mawee1 ⋅ Ma ⋅ Wee1+ k 2mawee1 ⋅ MaWee1) ⋅ eps
dp27
K i13
K i14
= (v s1p 27 + v s2 p 27 ⋅ E 2F ⋅ (
)⋅ (
) + k c 2 ⋅ Mdp27
dt
K i13 + pRB K i14 + pRBp
− k c1 ⋅ Md ⋅ p27 + k c 4 ⋅ Mep27 − k c 3 ⋅ Me ⋅ p27 + k c 6 ⋅ Map27 − k c 5 ⋅ Ma ⋅ p27
+ k c 8 ⋅ Mbp27 − k c 7 ⋅ Mb ⋅ p27 − k ddp27 ⋅ p27) ⋅ eps

[38]

[39]

[40]

dp27 p
= (k ip 27 ⋅ Mep27 − k127sk 2 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ p27 p + k 227sk 2 ⋅ p27 pSkp2
dt
− kdp 27 p ⋅ p27 p) ⋅ eps

[41]

dp27 pSkp2
= (k127sk 2 ⋅ Skp2 ⋅ p27 p − k227sk 2 ⋅ p27 pSkp2 − k da 27 p ⋅ p27 pSkp2) ⋅ eps
dt

[42]

dp27u
= (k da 27 p ⋅ p27 pSkp2 − k dp 27u ⋅ p27u) ⋅ eps
dt

[43]

dMap27
= (k c 5 ⋅ Ma⋅ p27 − k c 6 ⋅ Map27) ⋅ eps
dt

[44]
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dCdh1i
= (kicdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1+ k icdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1+ k 2acdh1 ⋅ Phoscdh1
dt
− k1acdh1 ⋅ (Phos3tot − PhosCdh1) ⋅ Cdh1i − kddCdh1i ⋅ Cdh1i) ⋅ eps
dCdh1a
= (v scdh1 − k1cdh1 ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Ma + k 2cdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1− k1cdh1b ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Mb
dt
+ k 2cdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1− k1bcdh1 ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Cb + k 2bcdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Cb + k 3d ⋅ Cdh1Cb
− k1ecdh1 ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Skp2 + k 2ecdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Skp2 + k acdh1 ⋅ PhosCdh1
+ k 5d ⋅ Cdh1Skp2 − k ddcdh1a ⋅ Cdh1a) ⋅ eps

[45]

[46]

dMbCdh1
= (k1cdh1b ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Mb − k 2cdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1− k icdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1) ⋅ eps
dt

[47]

dPhos3
= (k2acdh1 ⋅ PhosCdh1− k1acdh1 ⋅ (Phos3tot − PhosCdh1) ⋅ Cdh1i
dt
+ k acdh1 ⋅ PhosCdh1) ⋅ eps

[48]

dPhosCdh1
= (k1acdh1 ⋅ (Phos3tot − PhosCdh1) ⋅ Cdh1i − k2acdh1 ⋅ PhosCdh1
dt
− kacdh1 ⋅ PhosCdh1) ⋅ eps

[49]

dPai
= (k spai − k1pai ⋅ Pai ⋅ Ma + k2 pai ⋅ MaPai − k ddpai ⋅ Pai) ⋅ eps
dt

[50]

dPa
= (k 2mai ⋅ MaiPa − k1mai ⋅ Pa ⋅ Mai + k1aa ⋅ MaiPa + k 2aa ⋅ MaPai − k ddpa ⋅ Pa) ⋅ eps
dt

[51]

dMaiPa
= (k1mai ⋅ Pa ⋅ Mai − k 2mai ⋅ MaiPa − k1aa ⋅ MaiPa) ⋅ eps
dt

[52]

dMaPai
= (k1pai ⋅ Pai ⋅ Ma − k 2 pai ⋅ MaPai − k 2aa ⋅ MaPai) ⋅ eps
dt

[53]

dMaCdh1
= (k1cdh1 ⋅ Ma⋅ Cdh1a − k2cdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1− k icdh1 ⋅ MaCdh1) ⋅ eps
dt

[54]

dCdc20Ca
= (k1acdc 20 ⋅ Ca ⋅ Cdc20 − k 2acdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Ca − k 2d ⋅ Cdc20Ca
dt
− k dd 3 ⋅ Cdc20Ca) ⋅ eps

[55]

dCdh1Cb
= (k1bcdh1 ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Cb − k2bcdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Cb − k 3d ⋅ Cdh1Cb
dt
− kddCdh1Cb ⋅ Cdh1Cb) ⋅ eps

[56]

dCau
= (k 2d ⋅ Cdc20Ca − k dCau ⋅ Cau − k ddCau ⋅ Cau) ⋅ eps
dt

[57]
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dkin3
= (k2Ma ⋅ kin3Ma − k1Ma ⋅ Ma⋅ (kin3tot − kin3Ma) + k1ia ⋅ kin3Ma) ⋅ eps
dt

[58]

dkin3Ma
= (k1Ma ⋅ Ma⋅ (kin3tot − kin3Ma) − k 2Ma ⋅ kin3Ma − k1ia ⋅ kin3Ma) ⋅ eps
dt

[59]

dMaWee1
= (k1mawee1 ⋅ Ma⋅ Wee1− k 2mawee1 ⋅ MaWee1− k imawee1 ⋅ MaWee1) ⋅ eps
dt

[60]

M O D U L E C Y C L I N B/C D K 1 : G2

PHASE AND

G2/M

TRANSITION

dCb
= (k cb − k com 4 ⋅ Cb ⋅ (Cdk1tot − (Mbi + Mb + Mbp27 + MbWee1+ MbiPb
dt
+ MbPbi + MbCdc20i + MbCdh1)) + k decom 4 ⋅ Mbi − k1bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ Cb

[61]

+ k 2bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Cb − k1bcdh1 ⋅ Cb ⋅ Cdh1a + k 2bcdh1 ⋅ Cdh1Cb − k ddCb ⋅ Cb) ⋅ eps
dMbi
= (k com 4 ⋅ Cb ⋅ (Cdk1tot − (Mbi + Mb + Mbp27 + MbWee1+ MbiPb
dt
+ MbPbi + MbCdc20i + MbCdh1)) − k decom 4 ⋅ Mbi + k1i ⋅ MbWee1− k1Mbi ⋅ Mbi ⋅ Pb

[62]

+ k 2Mbi ⋅ MbiPb) ⋅ eps
dMb
= (k1a ⋅ MbiPb − k c 7 ⋅ Mb ⋅ p27 + k c 8 ⋅ Mbp27 − k1cdh1b ⋅ Cdh1a ⋅ Mb
dt
+ k 2cdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1+ k icdh1b ⋅ MbCdh1− k1Mb ⋅ Mb ⋅ Wee1+ k 2Mb ⋅ MbWee1
− k1Pbi ⋅ Mb ⋅ Pbi + k 2a ⋅ MbPbi + k 2Pbi ⋅ MbPbi + k3a ⋅ MbCdc20i
− k1cdc 20i ⋅ Cdc20i ⋅ Mb + k 2cdc 20i ⋅ MbCdc20i) ⋅ eps

dMbp27
= (k c 7 ⋅ Mb⋅ p27 − k c 8 ⋅ Mbp27) ⋅ eps
dt
dWee1
= (k swee1 − k1Mb ⋅ Mb ⋅ Wee1+ k 2Mb ⋅ MbWee1+ k1aw ⋅ PhosWee1
dt
− k1mawee1 ⋅ Ma ⋅ Wee1+ k 2mawee1 ⋅ MaWee1+ k imawee1 ⋅ MaWee1− k1mewee1 ⋅ Me ⋅ Wee1

[63]

[64]

[65]

+ k 2mewee1 ⋅ MeWee1+ k imewee1 ⋅ MeWee1− k ddWee1 ⋅ Wee1) ⋅ eps

dWee1p
= (k1i ⋅ MbWee1+ k 2wp ⋅ PhosWee1− k1wp ⋅ Wee1p ⋅ (Phos1tot − PhosWee1)
dt
− k ddWee1p ⋅ Wee1p) ⋅ eps

[66]

dPhos1
= (k 2wp ⋅ PhosWee1− k1wp ⋅ Wee1p ⋅ (Phos1tot − PhosWee1)
dt
+ k1aw ⋅ PhosWee1) ⋅ eps

[67]

dPhosWee1
= (k1wp ⋅ Wee1p ⋅ (Phos1tot − PhosWee1) − k 2wp ⋅ PhosWee1
dt
− k1aw ⋅ PhosWee1) ⋅ eps

[68]
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dMbWee1
= (k1Mb ⋅ Mb⋅ Wee1− k 2Mb ⋅ MbWee1− k1i ⋅ MbWee1) ⋅ eps
dt

[69]

dPb
= (k 2Mbi ⋅ MbiPb − k1Mbi ⋅ Mbi⋅ Pb + k1a ⋅ MbiPb + k 2a ⋅ MbPbi − kddPb ⋅ Pb) ⋅ eps
dt

[70]

dPbi
= (k sPbi − k1Pbi ⋅ Mb⋅ Pbi + k2Pbi ⋅ MbPbi − k ddPbi ⋅ Pbi) ⋅ eps
dt

[71]

dMbiPb
= (k1Mbi ⋅ Mbi⋅ Pb − k 2Mbi ⋅ MbiPb − k1a ⋅ MbiPb) ⋅ eps
dt

[72]

dMbPbi
= (k1Pbi ⋅ Mb⋅ Pbi − k 2Pbi ⋅ MbPbi − k 2a ⋅ MbPbi) ⋅ eps
dt

[73]

dCdc20i
= (k scdc 20i + k2cdc20i ⋅ MbCdc20i − k1cdc 20i ⋅ Cdc20i ⋅ Mb
dt
+ k1i20 ⋅ PhosCdc20 − k ddCdc20i ⋅ Cdc20i) ⋅ eps

[74]

dCdc20
= (k3a ⋅ MbCdc20i − k1bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ Cb + k2bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Cb
dt
− k1acdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ Ca + k 2acdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Ca + k1d ⋅ Cdc20Cb + k 2d ⋅ Cdc20Ca
+ k 2cp 2 ⋅ PhosCdc20 − k1cp 2 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ (Phos2 tot − PhosCdc20) − k ddcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20) ⋅ eps

[75]

dPhos2
= (k2cp 2 ⋅ PhosCdc20 − k1cp 2 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ (Phos2 tot − PhosCdc20)
dt
− k1i20 ⋅ PhosCdc20) ⋅ eps

[76]

dPhosCdc20
= (k1cp 2 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ (Phos2 tot − PhosCdc20) − k2cp 2 ⋅ PhosCdc20
dt
− k1i20 ⋅ PhosCdc20) ⋅ eps

[77]

dMbCdc20i
= (k1cdc 20i ⋅ Cdc20i ⋅ Mb − k2cdc 20i ⋅ MbCdc20i − k 3a ⋅ MbCdc20i) ⋅ eps
dt

[78]

dCdc20Cb
= (k1bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20 ⋅ Cb − k2bcdc 20 ⋅ Cdc20Cb − k1d ⋅ Cdc20Cb
dt
− kdd 2 ⋅ Cdc20Cb) ⋅ eps

[79]

dCbu
= (k1d ⋅ Cdc20Cb + k 3d ⋅ Cdh1Cb − kdCbu ⋅ Cbu − k ddCbu ⋅ Cbu) ⋅ eps
dt

[80]

The Table 2 is a list of all variables involved in the model for the Cdk network, which counts 80
variables, and which is only based on mass-action kinetics.
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Table 2: Variables of the 80-variable model for the Cdk network based on mass-action kinetics
Eqs.

Symbol

Definition

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

AP1
pRB
pRBc1
pRBp
pRBc2
pRBpp
E2F
E2Fu
E2FMa
MdpRB
Mdp27pRB
MepRBp
Cd
Mdi
Md
Mdp27
MdPd

18
19
20

Pd
kin1
kin1Mdi

21
22
23
24
25

Ce
Mei
Me
Pei
MePei

26

Pe

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Mep27
Skp2
CeSkp2
Ceu
Cdh1Skp2
Skp2u
MeiPe

34
35

kin2
kin2Me

Transcription factor AP1
Unphosphorylated retinoblastoma protein
Complex between pRB and E2F
Retinoblastoma protein phosphorylated once
Complex between pRBp and E2F
Retinoblastoma protein phosphorylated twice
Transcription factor E2F
Phosphorylated form of E2F
Complex between E2F and cyclin A/Cdk2 (Ma)
Complex between cyclin D/Cdk4-6 (Md) and pRB
Complex between cyclin D/Cdk4-6/p27 (Mdp27) and pRB
Complex between cyclin E/Cdk2 (Me) and pRBp
Cyclin D protein
Inactive complex cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Active complex cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Active complex between cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and p27
Complex between active form of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 (Md) and the phosphatase
leading to its inactivation (Pd)
Active form of phosphatase acting on cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Active form of an unspecified kinase acting on cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Complex between inactive form of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 (Mdi) and the kinase
leading to its activation (kin1)
Cyclin E protein
Inactive complex cyclin E/Cdk2
Active complex cycline E/Cdk2
Inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 acting on cyclin E/Cdk2
Complex between active form of cyclin E/Cdk2 (enzyme) and the inactive
form of phosphatase (Pei), which is activated through phosphorylation by
cyclin E/Cdk2
Active form of phosphatase Cdc25 (Pe) leading to the activation of cyclin
E/Cdk2 by dephosphorylation
Inactive complex between cyclin E/Cdk2 and p27
Skp2 protein
Complex between cyclin E and Skp2
Ubiquitinated form of cyclin E
Complex between Cdh1 protein (enzyme) and Skp2 (substrate)
Ubiquitinated form of Skp2
Complex between the inactive form of cyclin E/Cdk2 and the active form of
phosphatase Pe
Unspecified kinase leading to the inactivation of cyclin E/Cdk2
Complex between the kinase (kin2) leading to the inactivation of cyclin
E/Cdk2 and the active form of cyclin E/Cdk2
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36

MeWee1

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Ca
Mai
Ma
p27
p27p
p27pSkp2
p27u
Map27
Cdh1i
Cdh1a
MbCdh1

48

Phos3

49

PhosCdh1

50

Pai

51

Pa

52

MaiPa

53

MaPai

54

MaCdh1

55

Cdc20Ca

56

Cdh1Cb

57
58
59

Cau
kin3
kin3Ma

60

MaWee1

61
62
63
64
65
66

Cb
Mbi
Mb
Mbp27
Wee1
Wee1p

Complex between cyclin E/Cdk2 and the kinase Wee1 also leading to the
inactivation of cyclin E/Cdk2
Cyclin A
Inactive cyclin A/Cdk2 complex
Active cyclin A/Cdk2 complex
Protein inhibitor p27 (or p21)
Inactive, phosphorylated, form of p27
Complex between the phosphorylated form of p27 and Skp2
Ubiquitinated form of p27
Inactive complex between cyclin A/Cdk2 and p27
Inactive form of Cdh1 protein
Active form of Cdh1 protein
Complex between the active form of Cdh1 (substrate) and the cyclin
B/Cdk1 (enzyme) which ensures the inactivation of Cdh1 by
phosphorylation
Unspecified phosphatase leading to the activation, by dephosphorylation, of
the protein Cdh1
Complex between the phophatase leading to the activation of Cdh1 and the
inactive form of Cdh1
Inactive form of the phosphatase Cdc25 leading to the activation of cyclin
A/Cdk2
Active form of the phosphatase Cdc25 leading to the activation of cyclin
A/Cdk2
Complex between the inactive form of cyclin A/Cdk2 and the active form of
phosphatase Pa
Complex between the active form of cyclin A/Cdk2 (enzyme) and the
inactive form of phosphatase (Pai), which is activated by phosphorylation
by cyclin A/Cdk2
Complex between the active form of Cdh1 (substrat) and the cyclin A/Cdk2
(enzyme), which ensures the inactivation of Cdh1 by phosphorylation
Complex between cyclin A (substrate) and the Cdc20 protein (enzyme),
which ensures the degradation of cyclin A
Complex between cyclin B (substrate) and the Cdh1 protein (enzyme) which
promotes the degradation of cyclin B
Ubiquitinated form of cyclin A
Unspecified kinase leading to the inactivation of cyclin A/Cdk2
Complex between cyclin A/Cdk2 (substrate) and the kinase kin3 (enzyme)
promoting the inactivation of cyclin A/Cdk2 by phosphorylation
Complex between cyclin A/Cdk2 (substrate) and the kinase Wee1 (enzyme),
which also inactivates cyclin A/Cdk2 by phosphorylation
Cyclin B
Inactive complex cyclin B/Cdk1
Active complex cyclin B/Cdk1
Inactive complex between cyclin B/Cdk1 and p27
Kinase Wee1
Inactive, phosphorylated, form of the kinase Wee1
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67

Phos1

68

PhosWee1

69
70

MbWee1
Pb

71

Pbi

72

MbiPb

73

MbPbi

74
75
76

Cdc20i
Cdc20
Phos2

77
78

PhosCdc20
MbCdc20i

79
80

Cdc20Cb
Cbu

Unspecified phosphatase leading to the activation of kinase Wee1 by
dephosphorylation
Complex between the phosphatase leading to the activation of Wee1 and the
inactive form of Wee1
Complex between cyclin B/Cdk1 and the kinase Wee1
Active form of the phosphatase Cdc25 leading to the activation of cyclin
B/Cdk1
Inactive form of the phosphatase Cdc25 leading to the activation of cyclin
B/Cdk1
Complex between the inactive form of cyclin B/Cdk1 and the active form of
phosphatase Pb
Complex between the active form of cyclin B/Cdk1 (enzyme) and the
inactive form of phosphatase (Pbi), which is activated through
phosphorylation by cyclin B/Cdk1
Inactive form of Cdc20 protein
Active form of Cdc20 protein
Unspecified phosphatase promoting the inactivation, by dephosphorylation,
of Cdc20 protein
Complex between the phosphatase Phos2 (enzyme) and Cdc20 (substrate)
Complex between cyclin B/Cdk1 (enzyme) and the inactive form of Cdc20
(substrate)
Complex between cyclin B (substrate) and Cdc20 (enzyme)
Ubiquitinated form of cyclin B

The Table 3 defines all the parameters of the 80-variable model and gives a list of their numerical
values used in the simulations.
Table 3: Parameters of the model
Symbol

Definition

Numerical
value

Mitotic stimulation by growth factor, GF
GF

Growth factor

1 µM

Vsap1

Rate of synthesis of the transcription factor AP1 depending of
the growth factor GF
Michaelis constant for synthesis of AP1 induced by growth
factor GF
Apparent first-order rate constant for AP1 transcription factor
degradation
Scaling factor used to modify the time scale

0.08 µMh-1

Kagf
kdap1
eps

1 µM
2 h-1
600

Antagonistic regulation exerted by pRB and E2F
kade2f
kdde2f

Apparent first-order rate constant for the phosphorylation of E2F
induced by cyclin A/Cdk2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
E2F

0.3 h-1
0.02 h-1
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kdde2fu

kpc1

Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific E2Fu
degradation
Apparent first-order rate constant for E2Fu degradation
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific pRB
degradation
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific pRBp
degradation
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific pRBpp
degradation
Apparent first-order rate constant for phosphorylation of pRB by
cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Apparent first-order rate constant for phosphorylation of pRB by
cyclin D/Cdk4-6/p27
Apparent first-order rate constant for phosphorylation of pRBp
by cyclin E/Cdk2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of pRB to E2F

kpc2
kpc3

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between pRB and E2F
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of pRBp to E2F

kpc4

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between pRBp and
E2F
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A/Cdk2 to E2F

kde2fu
kddpRB
kddpRBp
kddpRBpp
ki1pRB
ki2pRB
ki3pRB

k1e2f
k2e2f
k1pRB
k2pRB
k3pRB
k4pRB
k1pRBp
k2pRBp

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
A/Cdk2 and E2F
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of pRB to cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between pRB and
cyclin D/Cdk4-6
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of pRB to cyclin D/Cdk46/p27
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between pRB and
cyclin D/Cdk4-6/p27
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of pRBp to cyclin E/Cdk2

0.005 h-1
0.1 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.02 h-1
0.3 h-1
0.3 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.05 µM-1h-1
0.5 h-1
0.025 µM-1h-1
0.5 h-1
200 µM-1h-1
120 h-1
4 µM-1h-1
2 h-1
6 µM-1h-1
3 h-1
0.5 µM-1h-1
10 h-1

vse2f

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between pRBp and
cyclin E/Cdk2
Rate of synthesis of E2F

0.08 µMh-1

vspRB

Rate of synthesis of pRB

1 µMh-1

Module Cyclin D/Cdk4-6 : G1 phase
Cdk4tot

Total concentration of the Cdk4-6 kinase

4.3 µM

kc1

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 to p27

kc2

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 and p27
Rate constant for cyclin D synthesis induced by AP1
Rate constant for cyclin D synthesis regulated by E2F and pRB
Apparent first-order rate constant for cyclin D degradation
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin D and
kinase Cdk4-6

1 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1

kcd1
kcd2
kddCd
kdecom1

0.5 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.1 h-1
0.1 h-1
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0.4 µM-1h-1

Ki7

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin D to kinase
Cdk4-6
Constant of inhibition by pRB of cyclin D synthesis

Ki8

Constant of inhibition by pRBp of cyclin D synthesis

k1ad

2 µM
0.07 h-1

kin1tot

Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 by the kinase kin1
Apparent first-order rate constant for inactivation of cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 by the phosphatase Pd
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of active form of cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 to phosphatase Pd
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between active form of
cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and phosphatase Pd
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of inactive form of cyclin
D/Cdk4-6 to kinase kin1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between inactive form
of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and kinase kin1
Total concentration of kinase kin1

Pdtot

Total concentration of phosphatase Pd

kcom1

k1id
k1Md
k2Md
k1Mdi
k2Mdi

0.1 µM

0.1 h-1
2.5 µM-1h-1
1.2 h-1
7 µM-1h-1
2 h-1
0.02 µM
0.02 µM

Module Cyclin E/Cdk2 : G1 phase and G1/S transition
kce1
kce2
kc3
kc4
kcom2
kdecom2
kddCe
kdCeu
kddCeu
kddPe
kddPei
kdSkp2u
kddSkp2
kddSkp2u
kdd6

Rate of synthesis of cyclin E
Apparent first-order rate constant for cyclin E synthesis induced
by E2F
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin E/Cdk2 to p27
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
E/Cdk2 and p27
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin E to kinase Cdk2
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin E to
kinase Cdk2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
cyclin E
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin E
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin E
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of phosphatase Pe
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of phosphatase Pei
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
ubiquitinated form of Skp2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
Skp2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
ubiquitinated form of Skp2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
complex between cyclin E and Skp2

0
0.3 h-1
0.3 µM-1h-1
0.2 h-1
0.125 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.0075 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.005 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.001 h-1
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kdd7

0.001 h-1

kimewee1
ksPei

Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
complex between Cdh1 and Skp2
Constant of inhibition by the kinase Wee1 of cyclin E/Cdk2
Rate of synthesis of phosphatase Pei

0.02 µMh-1

Ki9

Constant of inhibition by pRB of cyclin E synthesis

0.1 µM

Ki10

Constant of inhibition by pRBp of cyclin E synthesis

2 µM

k1mewee1

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin E/Cdk2 to the
kinase Wee1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
E/Cdk2 and kinase Wee1
Constant of inhibition by kinase kin2 of cyclin E/Cdk2
Total concentration of kinase kin2

0.2 µM-1h-1

k2mewee1
k1ie
kin2tot
k4d
k5d
k1ae
k2ae
k1eskp2
k2eskp2
k1Me
k2Me
k1Mei
k2Mei
k1Pei
k2Pei
k1ecdh1
k2ecdh1
vsskp2

Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of cyclin E
induced by Skp2
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of Skp2
induced by Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of cyclin E/Cdk2
by phosphatase Cdc25 Pe
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of phosphatase
Cdc25 Pe by cyclin E/Cdk2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin E to Skp2
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin E and
Skp2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin E/Cdk2 to the
kinase kin2
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
E/Cdk2 and kinase kin2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of inactive form of cyclin
E/Cdk2 to active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pe
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between inactive form
of cyclin E/Cdk2 and active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pe
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of active form of cyclin
E/Cdk2 to inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pei
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between active form of
cyclin E/Cdk2 and active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pei
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of Skp2 to Cdh1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between Skp2 and
Cdh1
Rate of synthesis of Skp2 protein

0.02 h-1

5 h-1
0.2 h-1
0.02 µM
0.1 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.06 h-1
0.05 h-1
3.5 µM-1h-1
1 h-1
3 µM-1h-1
5 h-1
3 µM-1h-1
2 h-1
2.5 µM-1h-1
1.25 h-1
1 µM-1h-1
20 h-1
0.035 µMh-1

Module Cyclin A/Cdk2 : S phase and S/G2 transition
kca1
kca2
Cdk2tot

Rate of synthesis of cyclin A
Rate constant for cyclin A synthesis induced by E2F
Total concentration of kinase Cdk2

0
1.5 h-1
10 µM

Ki11

Constant of inhibition by pRB of cyclin A

0.1 µM

Ki12

Constant of inhibition by pRBp of cyclin A

2 µM

i

i
i
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Ki13

Constant of inhibition by pRB of p27

0.1 µM

Ki14

Constant of inhibition by pRBp of p27

2 µM

kcom3

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A to kinase Cdk2

kdecom3

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin A and
kinase Cdk2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
cyclin A
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin A
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin A
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pa
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pai
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
p27
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
phosphorylated form of p27
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
ubiquitinated form of p27
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for inhibition by cyclin
E/Cdk2 of p27
Apparent first-order rate constant for inhibition by kinase Wee1
of cyclin A/Cdk2
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
complex between cyclin B and Cdh1
Rate of synthesis of phosphatase Cdc25 Pai

0.3 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1

kddCa
kdCau
kddCau
kddPa
kddPai
kddp27
kdp27p
kdp27u
kddCdh1a
kddCdh1i
kip27
kimawee
kddCdh1Cb
kspai
k1acdc20
k2acdc20
k1Mai
k2Mai
k1aa
k2aa
kc5
kc6

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A to Cdc20
protein
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin A and
Cdc20
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of inactive form of cyclin
A/Cdk2 and active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pa
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between inactive form
of cyclin A/Cdk2 and active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pa
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of cyclin
A/Cdk2 by phosphatase Cdc25 Pa
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of phosphatase
Cdc25 Pa by cyclin A/Cdk2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A/Cdk2 to p27
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
A/Cdk2 and p27

0.05 h-1
0.1 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.04 h-1
0.04 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.1 h-1
0.1 h-1
0.002 h-1
0.04 h-1
0.3 h-1
0.02 h-1
0.06 h-1
0.035 µMh-1
20 µM-1h-1
12 h-1
2 µM-1h-1
1.2 h-1
0.06 h-1
0.3 h-1
0.2 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1
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k1Pai
k2Pai
k1cdh1
k2cdh1
kicdh1
k127sk2
k227sk2
kda27p
k1bcdh1
k2bcdh1
k3d
Phos3tot
k1acdh1
k2acdh1
kacdh1
k1cdh1b
k2cdh1b
kicdh1b
k2d
kdd3
k1Ma
k2Ma
k1ia
kin3tot
k1mawee
k2mawee

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of active form of cyclin
A/Cdk2 to inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pai
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between active form of
cyclin A/Cdk2 and inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pai
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A/Cdk2 to Cdh1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
A/Cdk2 and Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for inhibition by cyclin
A/Cdk2 of Cdh1
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of p27p to Skp2
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between p27p and
Skp2
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of p27 induced
by Skp2
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B to Cdh1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin B and
Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of cyclin B
induced by Cdh1
Total concentration of phosphatase Phos3 leading to activation
of Cdh1
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of phosphatase Phos3 to
inactive form of Cdh1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between phosphatase
Phos3 and inactive form of Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation, par
déphosphorylation, de Cdh1
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B/Cdk1 to Cdh1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
B/Cdk1 and Cdh1
Apparent first-order rate constant for inhibition of Cdh1 by
cyclin B/Cdk1
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of cyclin A
induced by Cdc20 protein
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
complex between cyclin A and Cdc20
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A/Cdk2 to kinase
kin3
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
A/Cdk2 and kinase kin3
Apparent first-order rate constant for inactivation of cyclin
A/Cdk2 induced by kinase kin3
Total concentration of kinase kin3
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin A/Cdk2 to kinase
Wee1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
A/Cdk2 and kinase Wee1

30 µM-1h-1
60 h-1
30 µM-1h-1
20 h-1
0.025 h-1
4 µM-1h-1
2 h-1
0.1 h-1
35 µM-1h-1
5 h-1
0.04 h-1
0.01 µM
2 µM-1h-1
1.25 h-1
0.04 h-1
30 µM-1h-1
20 h-1
0.025 h-1
0.4 h-1
0.001 h-1
100 µM-1h-1
10 h-1
0.85 h-1
0.01 µM
3 µM-1h-1
1 h-1
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vscdh1

Rate of synthesis of Cdh1 protein

0.09 µMh-1

vs1p27

Rate of synthesis of p27 protein

vs2p27

Apparent first-order rate constant for p27 synthesis induced by
E2F

0.1 µMh-1
0

Module Cyclin B/Cdk1 : G2 phase and G2/M transition
kcb

Rate of synthesis of cyclin B

0.12 µMh-1

kcom4

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B to kinase Cdk1

kdecom4

Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin B and
kinase Cdk1
Total concentration of kinase Cdk1

0.35 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1

Cdk1tot
kddCb

14 µM
0.12 h-1

kscdc20i

Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
cyclin B
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin B
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
ubiquitinated form of cyclin B
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of Cdc20 protein
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of Cdc20 protein
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of kinase Wee1
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of kinase Wee1
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pb
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pbi
Rate of synthesis of Cdc20 protein

0.025 µMh-1

ksPbi

Rate of synthesis of phosphatase Cdc25 Pbi

0.01 µMh-1

kswee1

Rate of synthesis of kinase Wee1

0.03 µMh-1

k1Mbi

Bimolecular rate constant for binding of inactive form of cyclin
B/Cdk1 to active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pb
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between inactive form
of cyclin B/Cdk1 and active form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pb
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B/Cdk1 to kinase
Wee1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
B/Cdk1 and kinase Wee1
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of cyclin B/Cdk1
induced by phosphatase Cdc25 Pb
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of phosphatase
Cdc25 Pb induced by cyclin B/Cdk1
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of Cdc20 protein
induced by cyclin B/Cdk1
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of active form of cyclin

5.75 µM-1h-1

kdCbu
kddCbu
kddCdc20
kddCdc20i
kddWee1
kddWee1p
kddPb
kddPbi

k2Mbi
k1Mb
k2Mb
k1a
k2a
k3a
k1Pbi

0.1 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.001 h-1
0.025 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.03 h-1
0.015 h-1

4 h-1
18 µM-1h-1
1 h-1
0.125 h-1
0.05 h-1
0.04 h-1
4 µM-1h-1
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k2Pbi
k1cdc20i
k2cdc20i
k1Wp
k2Wp
kc7
kc8
k1bcdc20
k2bcdc20
k1d
k1CP2
k2CP2
k1i20
Phos1tot
Phos2tot
kdd2
k1aw
k1i

B/Cdk1 to inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pbi
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between active form of
cyclin B/Cdk1 and inactive form of phosphatase Cdc25 Pbi
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B/Cdk1 to Cdc20
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
B/Cdk1 and Cdc20
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of kinase Wee1 to
phosphatase Phos1
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between kinase Wee1
and phosphatase Phos1
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B/Cdk1 to p27
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin
B/Cdk1 and p27
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of cyclin B to Cdc20
protein
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between cyclin B and
Cdc20
Apparent first-order rate constant for degradation of cyclin B
induced by Cdc20
Bimolecular rate constant for binding of phosphatase Phos2 to
Cdc20
Rate constant for dissociation of complex between phosphatase
Phos2 and Cdc20
Apparent first-order rate constant for inactivation of Cdc20
induced by phosphatase Phos2
Total concentration of phosphatase Phos1 leading to activation
of kinase Wee1
Total concentration of phosphatase Phos2 leading to inactivation
of Cdc20
Apparent first-order rate constant for non-specific degradation of
complex between Cdc20 and cyclin B
Apparent first-order rate constant for activation of kinase Wee1
induced by phosphatase Phos1
Apparent first-order rate constant for mutual inactivation of
cyclin B/Cdk1 and kinase Wee1

3 h-1
5 µM-1h-1
4.5 h-1
2 µM-1h-1
1.25 h-1
0.05 µM-1h-1
0.1 h-1
40 µM-1h-1
10 h-1
0.125 h-1
20 µM-1h-1
15 h-1
0.01 h-1
0.01 µM
0.01 µM
0.01 h-1
0.04 h-1
0.01 h-1
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